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Summary of the Paper 
• Aims to obtain pseudo-GT using weak (classification) labels only, and trains segmentation model with it

Preciseness of semantic segmentation

Inferability between the segments

Reconstruction capability between the segments

Measure of the preciseness of semantic segmentation
≅ Inferability between the segments 

Cannot infer the color or texture of 
one segment from the other

Inferability
≅ Error between the input image and the reconstructed image
≅ Reconstruction capability
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The classifier learns to generate precise CAM
that can fool the reconstructor while competing with each other

Our method The proposed framework
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CAM = a reasonable localizer extracting spatial information from semantic supervision

(1) Incomplete activation (2) Imprecise boundary

WSSS methods have used a CAM [1] of classifier to obtain pseudo-GT from image-level class labels

A classifier tends to focus on the shared visual patterns of each class as training proceeds
→ The resulting CAM highlights the discriminative regions of the corresponding class
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Introduction: Class Activation Map (CAM) and Issues

However, from the perspective of semantic segmentation, CAM still has several issues
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Precise Segmentation → Low Inferability between the segments
Imprecise Segmentation → High Inferability between the segments

Methods: Key Idea 1 (Semantic Segmentation and Inferability)

Precise segmentation

Can infer the color or 
texture of the cat region

Imprecise segmentation 1 Imprecise segmentation 2

Can infer the color or 
texture of the floor region

Cannot infer the color or texture 
of one segment from the other

How can we measure the preciseness of semantic segmentation without using GT map?

Inferability between the segments = Measure of the preciseness of semantic segmentation

But how can we quantify the inferability?
Train CAM to segment the image into the segments that have low inferability between them
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Methods: Key Idea 2 (Reconstruction Capability)
If one can infer color or texture of a segment from the other segment
→ the segment could be reconstructed from the other segment.

Precise segmentation Imprecise segmentation 1 Imprecise segmentation 2

Preciseness of
semantic segmentation

Inferability
between the segments

Reconstruction capability
between the segments

Reconstructor

Image reconstructor (or impainter) relies on neighboring pixels to reconstruct
the masked pixels → Reconstructor can use remnants as reconstruction cues!

Reconstruction capability = Error between the input image and the reconstructed image = Inferability

But how can we obtain such reconstructor?
Train CAM to segment the image into the segments that make reconstructor fail to impaint each other

Reconstructor Reconstructor Reconstructor Reconstructor Reconstructor

Fail to correctly reconstruct Can reconstruct some regions Can reconstruct some regions
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Similar to the GANs, a classifier and a reconstructor are jointly trained in an alternative manner

The target CAM of the classifier decomposes a feature into two segments: target and non-target

Goal of classifier: making the reconstructor fails, by providing good CAM that achieves precise segmentation.

The classifier learns to generate precise CAM that can fool the reconstructor while competing with each other

Goal of reconstructor: reconstructing the input image from the segments, by fully exploiting the remnants

Reconstructor
Decoder

Recon.
result

Sampling one target class
among the existing classes!

Reconstructor
Decoder

Recon.
result

Reconstructor Updating (RU) Phase

Classifier Updating (CU) Phase

Minimize
the loss

Maximize
the loss

Segments

Methods: Adversarial Learning of Classifier and Reconstructor
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The proposed adversarial learning has a risk of falling into an undesirable local optimum

The classifier succeeds to provide precise CAM → The segments are perfectly segmented 

The reconstructor tends to generate the original image (rather than learning how to exploit the remnants)

We devise SRF technique to assure the existence of remnants by feeding synthetic remnants

Feature

Target CAM

Target
segment

Non-target
segment

Grid

Synthetic
remnants

Segments
after SRF

For RU
phase only

Methods: Stochastic Random Feeding (SRF)

SRF technique is applied to the RU phase only, not for the CU phase
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Dataset: PASCAL VOC 2012 [13] and MS COCO 2014 [14]
Metric: mean Intersection over Union (mIoU)

Protocols:
(1) Train the framework using train set.

(2) Obtain CAM of the images of train set.

(3) Postprocess the CAM into pseudo-labels
using CRF, random walking, etc.

(4) Train semantic segmentation network on
train set using the acquired pseudo-labels.

(5) Evaluate the network on val and test set.
(We use the GT segmentation map here only.)

IoU =
Area of Overlap

Area of Union

Experimental Results: Settings and Qualitative Analysis

Backbones: ResNet38d for both classifier and reconstructor
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Experimental Results: Quantitative Analysis

(a)

(b)

(c)

Ablation studies about learning strategy and the loss terms Comparisons with SoTAs (at CAM)

Comparisons with SoTAs (at SS)

(1) Adversarial strategy

(2) Pre-trained strategy

Both networks are jointly trained
in an alternative manner

C R

First, solely train the classifier
without using reconstructor

C

Second, train the reconstructor
while freezing the classifier

C R

Finally, train the classifier
while freezing the reconstructor

C R
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